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PREFACE 

 
 
Nizam ‘DARPAN’ (which means mirror) is our college magazine which is 

published and circulated annually during the month of March every year. This 

year we have come up with the idea of publishing it online instead of a hard copy 

book as part of our initiative – ‘Go green’ and also best for social distancing 

purposes. This magazine contains 41 articles, poems, short stories, overview of 

departments and social activities in the local languages, viz., Telugu, Urdu, Hindi 

and also in English. We are very much glad with the overwhelming response from 

students for this magazine. Hope this culture of sharing knowledge and ideas will 

continue in the future too.  

 

All the best to the young aspiring minds. 

 

 

 

-Dr. P. Hima Bindu 

IQAC Coordinator & Academic Coordinator. 

Department of Physics, 

Nizam College. 
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Prof. L . B. Laxmikanth Rathod 
Principal 
Nizam College 

 NIZAM COLLEGE 
(AUTONOMOUS) Constituent 
College of Osmania University,                        
NAAC Re-Accredited ‘B++’  

 

 
 

Nizam College has been in the forefront of innovation and a pioneer in several educational and 

social initiatives for the all-round development of students and the teaching fraternity. You will find on 

our site the various resources, courses, and the rich faculty we have. I invite you to explore our site and 

see the unique character of our college. It is a multi-faculty and multidisciplinary college offering varied 

courses in the fields of Humanities, Arts, Sciences, Social Sciences, Commerce and Business 

Management and Computer Sciences. 

Our policy of imparting education has always kept in mind the changing concerns of the society. 

True to the vision and mission that we set for ourselves our college continues to be a center of 

excellence in education and research and is considered a reputed institution of higher education in the 

country. It is a preferred institution of higher education both among the national and international 

student community. We have a highly qualified faculty that takes up serious dedicated research and has 

published both at home and abroad. They share their invaluable knowledge and experience with the 

stakeholders and the reputed list of alumni indeed vouches for it. Your exploration of the college 

website may open up opportunities of learning, seek consultation and advice from the faculty and of 

course get inspiration to excel. 

This e-Darpan is the first of its kind which is being circulated as part of e-communications by the 

IQAC. I congratulate all the students and teachers who have contributed for the wonderful articles. 

Hope this will continue in the coming years. 

I wish all the students to flourish and bring more laurels to this college.  
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Nizam College is always a hub of innovative learning. Our college has been always in the forefront to 

adopt and implement any new and innovative policies announced by Government from time to time. I 

am very glad that IQAC of this college has come with the idea of compiling this e-magazine, Darpan 

which is first of its kind and is necessary in this COVID situation. I Congratulate all the students who 

secured the admission in the I year of U.G. as well as P.G. courses.  

My kudos to the students who have been successfully placed and have received offer letters in our 

Campus Recruitment drives and many are in the pipeline .We expect many more recruiters from 

different organizations to come to Nizam College for recruitment in coming days. Our students fared 

well last year in various academic, sports and games competitions. The previous academic year was 

bustling with various academic and extra-curricular activities. I am sure the enthusiasm will continue 

this year too with new batch and new energy in the campus. We enter the New Year with all joy, hope, 

happiness and high aspirations and with set goals. 

 
 

 

Dr. Avinash Jaiswal 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Dr. Avinash Jaiswal 
Vice-Principal 
& Head, Department of Hindi 
Nizam College 

  
NIZAM COLLEGE 
(AUTONOMOUS) 
Constituent College of Osmania 
University, 
College With Potential For Excellence 
NAAC Re-Accredited ‘B++’ Grade 
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Thought is the wind, Knowledge the sail 
and mankind the Vessel 

-Augustus Hare 
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Corona virus – Cause and Prevention 

Dr. M. Madhavi. Ph.D. FAEB 
 Associate Professor and Head 

Department of Zoology  
Controller of Examinations, Nizam College OU  

 
 

Deadly corona virus originated at Wuhan city in China. Everyone, including me thought that 
this would be a normal virus and would soon make an exit. But we got to know about its true 
nature when it entered our country. It spread like a wild fire across the nation and beyond to all 
the nations arising the Pandemic situation. Many people got infected, thus forcing the 
Government to introduce total lockdown. People were confined to their homes, whole economy 
was in doldrums.  

During lockdown, all classes of people, in particular, youngsters suffered from depression, 
anxiety and few took the ultimate step to suicide. Everyone was waiting for the Government’s 
call to lift lockdown. After three months of complete lockdown, Government lifted lockdown, 
but the intensity of the virus was same.  The scientists were working hard to come out with a 
solution. On one fine day, the solution came in the form of a vaccine which was first made by 
the Russians and it was called ‘Sputnik V’. 

Vaccine is any kind of dead or weakened or living weakened germ that is introduced in a 
person’s body to elicit a response in the person’s body. The response is in the form of antibodies 
that fights against germs and protects the body from infection. India was also trying for a 
solution to this corona virus, which came in January 2021 in the form of Covishield made by 
the Serum Institute of Pune and Covaxin made by the Bharath Biotech of Hyderabad. 

The vaccine was first given to the frontline workers, who were considered as the ‘warriors of 
corona virus. Then it was given to the healthcare professionals, then to the senior citizens and 
now it is being given to people who are above 45-50 years of age and also to those, who are 
suffering from any kind of co-morbidities. India became the first country in the whole world 
to vaccinate more than 1 million people in a week. This is a great achievement. 

But, today the cases are slowly rising due to the irresponsibility of the people, some of them 
are not wearing masks thinking that the corona virus has gone as the vaccine has been 
introduced, but they are unable to understand that the intensity of the virus is same, even today.  

The government is also very much concerned as this might result into a second wave and 
moreover reports suggest that the second wave might affect the younger population, which is 
even more shocking as they are the future of the country. 

Therefore, I request each one of you to wear masks, keep yourselves properly sanitized, 
maintain physical distance, take vaccine or else we might be again pushed into the same 
situation like that of 2020, which will lead to the doom of the country.    

***** 
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RENDEZVOUS WITH MICROBIOLOGY 

S. Aravind 
B.Sc. (Microbiology genetics and chemistry)  
3rd year 
 
 

Science is a spectrum where every band has its own property, and every stream of science has 
its own spark. Initially there was a subtle void of not getting into medicine. I was always in a 
hunt to mist the void. Eventually I found out the gem in Nizam college i.e., Microbiology. 
There wasn’t much awareness regarding Microbiology. It was still in a cave and wasn’t 
discovered in the societal aspect. But it is a growing subject with enormous abilities to serve 
the society. As they say a marine oyster moulds a pearl and outshines its value and worth. 
Similarly, respected Dr Chand Pasha sir was such an oyster who can and who is voracious in 
the development of a pearl called microbiology.  

Primarily I wasn’t profound or had any knowledge about this stream. Well, I just know about 
this subject as per textual context but not as an applied stream. After getting into this stream 
acquiring tiny tods of knowledge from our sir helped me to explore about this magnanimous 
subject and its worth to the wellbeing and mankind. Our respected sir was always beyond 
thoughts and he wanted us to be unique and out of box. Though I was in my first year, he 
assigned me a patent work. This is an astonishing task as well as a road full of hustles and 
learning for me.  

My project was preparation of an anti-microbial and biodegradable sanitary pad and a diaper. 
The project was extremely fascinating to work with as well loads to study and research on it. 
Science is a continuous path to research and there is always a new road laid rather than 
cementing it. This was broadly applicable to my project. Work on sanitary products wasn’t a 
new or a different study. But making it new and unique is our task. It wasn’t easy but with 
several outputs from our sir, several articles made it more interesting to build on. There wasn’t 
a try and achieve step in attaining our patent. It had loads of trial and error procedures, many 
fallouts, petty blunders and many more obstacles. Tacking the academics and our patent equally 
was our task. I could say without our sir it was extremely straining for us to achieve this 
milestone. Being stubborn sometimes can be a positive approach. I was certainly restless and 
reluctant to complete my project. This somehow made me to put a full stop for this project but 
there’s always a comma.  

There were days which were bright and approaching while some were dry and blunt. All these 
experiences made us to love the subject more and made us a freak to know the depths and 
nooks of the subject. After the completion of the practical work, I had a sigh of relief which 
lasted for only a breath. The main and the most paramount work is the writing part. Execution 
is the king in patenting. Only if the paperwork is clean and without plagiarism it is approved. 
This needs loads of researching and surfing various patents on the internet. It was tiring at a 
moment, but it was pleasing and equally piling up our knowledge. Loads of rejection, rewriting, 
improvising the content it was all a muddle. Somehow with our sir’s leading hand we made it. 
That moment was happy and gave a satisfaction which was impeccable and unutterable. There 
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is always a fragment left. Approving patent was one hurdle but bringing it to the eye of the 
industries is another step. Stepping on this step takes loads of time and effort so we thought of 
bringing it to the eyes of the universities and presenting our work at various seminars. 

 

 

                                                               

 

 

 

Our first seminar was in the prestigious Osmania university on the occasion of sesquicentennial 
celebration of periodic table. My product consists of nano zinc and copper which show an 
extreme anti-microbial property. For our presentation we received accolades from the 
dignitaries. We wanted to bring awareness about our project in various platforms. One such 
platform is Telangana Innovation yatra conducted by the Telangana state innovation cell. I was 
shortlisted in the yatra which was for about 3 days. The whole yatra was a roller coaster ride 
filled with enthusiasm, learning in extravagance and was all together a bag filled with 
knowledge and exploration. The mentors were enthralled by our project and showed keen 
interest in improvising our project for further endeavours. The learning experience was 
incessant and fabricating. 

My project deals with the preparation of an anti-microbial and biodegradable sanitary pad and 
a diaper. Preparation of sanitary pads are in rage these days. Coming out with a unique and a 
sustainable idea was our task. Our novel pad consists of nano particles like zinc and copper 
which show anti-microbial property. The especial feature of our product is agar which is a 
polysaccharide and has a binding property with the nano materials. Our product is plastic free. 
The pads and the diapers which are available in the market are extremely carcinogenic and one 
such pad or a diaper is equivalent to 5 plastic bags. The bisphenol compound which is used in 
the commercial pads cause irritation in the toddlers and can lead to the cervical cancers in 
women. Considering all these factors we prepared our pad from the roots of nature and by 
evading plastic completely from our novel pad. It has excellent water absorbing capacity and 
high anti-microbial properties. All these were tested and was experimented. 

Well, there is never a conclusion in research. It’s an ocean to be discovered. Its depth is 
fathomless and the knowledge it stimulates is colossal. Exploration is always a key to learn 
unresolved things which can lead us to solve these tangling sources. Science is a tangled rope 
and scientists try to untangle them from these entwining problems.  

Microbiology has a crucial role in this society. It tells us that tiny particles which can’t be seen 
through our naked eyes can help the world to bulge its eyes with its enumerable capacities and 
fascinating properties. A small virus can make the world upside down and same antidote can 

TELANGANA INNOVATION YATRA 2020 
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make the world proper. That’s the competency of microbiology. It is a make-or-break path, and 
the scientists lead this path by moulding the microorganisms. 

It gives me ecstatic happiness to be in this wonderful college and to be a part of this gigantic 
department of microbiology. I would like to thank our respected sir Dr Chand Pasha who 
believed in us in giving this patent and making us to know our worth and spreading his 
enormous wings of knowledge on us and shaping us better every single day and all other 
teachers who have helped us in reaching our goal. 

      Thank you. 

******* 
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….and that realized starving pain!! 
Sofiya Khathun 
B. Com. (regular) 
Second year 
sofiyakhathun22@gmail.com  

 

I woke up in the morning, 

with my stomach starving.  

I ran for the food to fill my tummy, 

felt  it isn’t so yummy. 

I saw food in dustbin,  

Felt it might be hungrier than me.  

I went to college, saw food spillage 

I went to party, saw lots and lots of food which wasn’t hearty,  

I returned home, saw a boy who is the reason for this poem  

He looked lean, heart filled with pain.  

His ribs popped out, bones prominent.  

He said, it has been three days since he ate,  

And thought it is his fate.  

I sat down on my knees,  

Cried like I had no peace.  

All the food which I saw wasted flashed in my mind,  

Realized that humans aren’t kind.  

I brought him something to eat,  

Watching him with tears in my eyes who was standing away a few feet.  

I saw his plate clean,  

I was happy as if I was a queen.  

Wasting food isn’t so good.  

Food we waste is someone’s happiness wave.  

 
NOTE: please don’t waste food live simply, So that other’s may simply live. Stop wasting 
and start thinking. 

****** 
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धरती क' आवाज..! 
Sofiya Khathun 
B. Com. (regular) 
Second year 
sofiyakhathun22@gmail.com 

 
 
!दल म& मेरे उदासी है,  

एक घाव है जो भर नह7ं रहा है I 

ये  ज़;म तु>हार7 बेपरवाह से बड़रहा है I 

सह रह7ं हँू, देख रह7ं हँू 

आFखर और Hकतना तुम बेहोश म& जीते हJ? 

हैरान हँू, कैसे तुम मुझे अपने से अलग समझते हJ?  

तुम मेरा NसफP  एक !हQसा हो,  

NसफP  नाम से मझुे माँ कहते हो,  

इस SरTते से तो लेHकन दरू भागते हो I  

अपनी िज़>मेदार7 को टालते रहते हो,  

और दसूरJ के नुWस पर Xयान देते हो I  

लेHकन अब ये माँ कहती हY, बस!  

बZचे समझ कर माफ नह7ं होता ये सब  

मY, ये धरती, ये आसमान, कहते है,  

अब बस!!  

मेरे जंगलJ म& आग लगाकर,  

मेरा !दल जला रहे हो I  

मेरे ज़मीन को चूसकर,  

मेरा खून सूखा रहे हो I  

मेरेफूल, प]Jकोउखाड़कर,  

                                                           ****** 

मेरा ^प Nमटा रहे हो I  

याद रखो, खुदा क_ रहमत से बने हो  

तुम, ये हवा, ये पानी उसीका तोफा है,  

इस पर तु>हार7 अकेले का हक नह7ं है I 

मेरे और भी बहुत बZचे हY,  

ये बेज़ुबान तु>हारे Nलए हJगे  

लेHकन तुमसे बेहतर मेरे जुबां समझते हY I  

तु>हार7 आनेवाल7 नQलJ क_ तबाह7 रोकदो,  

उनके अपनी िज़ंदगी हकसे जीनेदो,  

तु>हारे बनाए हुए हुकूमत खेदसे आज़ाद7 दो,  

तु>हार7 गाNल यJ को सुधारJ  

मY िजंदा हँू, तो तुम िजंदाहो,  

मY चाहँू तो तु>ह& पल म& बहादूँ I 

मY खुशहँू तो तुम खुश हो, 

मY चाहँू तो तु>ह& पल म& दफनादूँ I  

आये इनसान, अबतो जागजाओ,  

अबतो जागजाओ, अबतो जागजाओ!!  
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HOW TO OVERCOME FEAR 

 
HEENA KAUSER 
Faculty, BBA Department  
emailtonc27@gmail.com 
 
Think about your biggest goal. Why haven’t you accomplished it yet? If you’re like most 
people, the answer is basic: fear. Fear is the limiting factor stopping you from working toward 
what you really want. Fear distracts us and leads to excuses – but it doesn’t have to. Learning 
how to overcome fear is one of the most liberating pursuits you can undertake.  
It’s easy to pretend fear isn’t influencing you and to make excuses as to why you haven’t 
achieved what you’re capable of. Instead of turning around and hiding from it, treat fear as a 
cue to take action, not an excuse. Look at your goal. If you let fear chase you away from 
achieving it, then you’ve effectively given in. This is why the path to overcoming fear includes 
acknowledging the fears and limiting beliefs holding you back. 
 
WHAT IS FEAR? 
 
When we encounter a threat to our emotional or physical well-being, it triggers a physiological 
fight-flight-or-freeze response designed for survival. Without the fear response, you’d leave 
yourself wide open to danger. Yet in the modern world, our bodies respond with fear to many 
situations in which we face no physical threat. Fear is triggered by a known outside event – a 
loud noise, looking over the edge of a high place or standing in front of a crowd. 
When you’re afraid, you’ll feel your heart beat faster and your breathing quicken. You may 
feel a “pit” in your stomach, feel dizzy, sweat or get a dry mouth. Your muscles may feel more 
tense or weak. These are all results of your body sending extra adrenaline and blood to your 
muscles and brain. It’s preparing you to fight or flee – but it often happens in situations where 
we don’t really need to do either.  
HOW TO OVERCOME FEAR 
Learning how to conquer fear begins with finding your center. Here are tried-and-true tips to 
overcome fear so you can live life at its fullest. 

1. IDENTIFY YOUR FEARS 
 
Learning how to overcome fear is much like any problem-solving challenge in that you must 
identify the challenge in order to overcome it. What is it you’re afraid of? Sit quietly for a few 
minutes and observe your thoughts, feelings and bodily sensations. Write down what comes 
up, and be as specific as you can. Consider embracing a daily mindfulness meditation practice 
to gain greater clarity on what drives you. As you find your center, you’ll feel empowered to 
confront your fears. 

2. RECOGNIZE THAT FEAR CAN WORK TO YOUR ADVANTAGE 
 
Our emotions exist to tell us things. When you feel fear, your soul is trying to tell you something 
– so listen. If you feel overcome by stress or distracted by a subtle-but-persistent anxiety, it’s 
likely a subconscious fear that needs your attention. Rather than avoiding it, overcoming fear 
requires leaning into your anxiety. View the fear as a piece of information instead of a threat 
to your survival. When you use anxiety to your advantage, it can’t ruin your life. In overcoming 
fear, it becomes your ally – a critical source of guidance to reach your full potential. 
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3. SIT WITH YOUR FEAR 
 
There are times for action and times for reflection. Acting too quickly to overcome your fear 
can lead to behaviors that do more harm than good, like reaching for a drink, indulging in 
comfort food or even repressing the feeling entirely. Next time you feel fearful, try something 
new: Do nothing. Sit with your fear for a few minutes. Think about it. What is the root cause? 
What is the story you tell yourself about why you can’t overcome this fear? This isn’t to say 
you shouldn’t take action. A moment of reflection can have a great effect on overcoming fear 
in a way that is productive, deliberate and effective. 

 4. CREATE GOALS THAT ARE “MUSTS” 
 
Oftentimes the process of overcoming fear becomes stymied by uninspiring or elusive goals 
we set for ourselves. To turn this around, ask yourself: What does the life you desire and 
deserve look like? Is it just a “someday, maybe” plan or do you actively work toward it? Is it 
something that is attainable and you’re willing to commit to? The first step in overcoming fear 
is identifying whether or not you’re creating a compelling goal. If you accomplish this, will 
you feel fulfilled? Conversely, if you don’t accomplish this, will you be lost? 

Dig deeper into your goal. What is your ideal outcome? Is it financial growth – more money in 
the bank? Maybe you want the financial independence to travel anytime, anywhere? Consider 
what your life will look like if you don’t achieve this outcome and compare it to what your life 
will look like if you do. Once you feel that your goal is essential, the fear of not trying at all 
eclipses the fear of failure – that’s when you’ll be inspired to act. 

5. RECOGNIZE THE EXCUSES 
 
Fear makes you put things off. “I’m really tired. I have other stuff to do. It’s a dumb idea 
anyway.” These excuses probably sound familiar, don’t they? You’ve probably said this out 
loud and to yourself. Think about it. Is there any truth to these statements, or are you 
constructing excuses to avoid potential failure? It’s much easier and less painful to make 
excuses than it is to put in the long hours and energy it will take to work toward your goal, but 
excuses and opting out will ultimately leave you feeling unfulfilled. If you want to find out 
how to conquer fear, you need to take a different, proactive approach.  

Recognize when you are using excuses and figure out how to overcome them. Too tired? Adjust 
your schedule so you can get a better night’s sleep. Not enough time? Assess your priorities 
and find out where you can make time. And the next time an excuse comes to you, make the 
decision to not give in to the little voice telling you “No,” because it won’t help you grow in 
the long run. 

6. SURROUND YOURSELF WITH SUCCESS 
 
 “Proximity is power.” This is also known as the law of attraction, or the idea that, in essence, 
you become the people you surround yourself with. “Whatever you hold in your mind on a 
consistent basis is exactly what you will experience in your life.” If you’ve turned your 
“shoulds” into “musts” and recognized all your excuses but still aren’t sure how to overcome 
fear and put your goals into action, it’s time to examine your focus. 

People who are truly focused on overcoming fear and achieving their dreams surround 
themselves with others who have the same mindset. These are people who you not only look 
up to, but who will push you to achieve your goals. To overcome fear, you need to raise your 
standards – and allow others to hold you accountable. 
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7. ADOPT A GROWTH MINDSET 
 
When you’re afraid, you tend to stay in one place. What if you make a mistake? What if you 
fail? You start to believe you can’t progress at all, that you’re incapable of it – the fear holds 
you back. One of the most powerful tips to overcome fear and anxiety is to adopt a growth 
mindset. It’s not about achieving your goals and being perfect every step of the way. No one is 
ever perfect all the time, so stop striving for that. It’s about getting comfortable with what you 
don’t know and continuing anyway – this is the foundation of a growth mindset. 

 “No matter how many mistakes you make or how slow your progress, you’re still way ahead 
of everyone who isn’t trying.” As you work to overcome fear, you will realize that there will 
be lots of trials and tribulations along the way. As soon as you’ve accepted that the path to 
success includes growth and change, you’ll be one step closer to attaining your goals. 

 

8. FIND VALUABLE INSIGHT IN PAIN 
 
No one likes pain. Most of us go to great lengths to avoid it. But pain is a profound teacher. If 
you accept that your life and your efforts to achieve your goals will be painful at times, painful 
experiences become opportunities for growth. When you let go of pain as a threat to your 
survival, it loses its power and becomes another tool for overcoming fear. Everyone 
experiences hardships in life. It doesn’t matter whether your setbacks are personal or 
professional – what matters are the lessons you take from those experiences and how you apply 
them to your future. Instead of letting pain and fear dictate your decisions, actively choose to 
learn from those painful moments to be in control of your own life. 

9. VISUALIZE YOUR GOALS 
 
You’ve done the mental work: identifying the real reasons you’re holding yourself back and 
determining your must-haves in life. But overcoming fear requires that you practice these 
habits daily so they will lead to true action. 
Goal visualization sets your focus – and where focus goes, energy flows. It can take the form 
of priming, meditation or imagery training. The important thing is that you see yourself 
succeeding and fully immerse yourself in your goal. You’ll condition your brain to believe that 
anything is possible – a key step to overcoming fear. 

 

10. ACCEPT THAT YOU’LL FAIL 
 
What’s the number one fear people have when it comes to accomplishing their goals? That 
they’ll fail. But like pain, failure can teach us. In fact, failure is often a better teacher than 
success. If you accept from the onset that failure is an inevitable part of success, you’ll be less 
afraid of it. Failure can provide you with valuable learning experiences that will positively 
impact your future strategies. 

 

Everyone fails. Successful business owners, World leaders, Prominent chefs, Artists and 
scientists and doctors. Our society shies away from talking about failure, and instead celebrates 
successes; this creates the false impression that to be truly successful you must never fail. But 
part of overcoming fear is recognizing that everyone on the planet – including those you know 
and admire – has encountered failure on their path to greatness. The quicker you realize your 
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fear of failure is preventing you from making the decision to accomplish your dreams, the 
sooner you’ll be able to accept the possibility of failing and move on. 

How you respond to fear is what sets you apart from the rest of the crowd. Break through your 
own barriers at Unleash the Power Within, where you’ll learn how to overcome fear and tap 
into your inner power. 

  
  

 
 

******* 
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KNOW THYSLEF 
 
This paragraph describes myself in a Lost way to reaching you 
 
AZHAR SHAIK 
BA.EPP III YEAR 
SHAIKAZHAR273@GMAIL.COM 

How to start and from where, this world let me to start from the beginning of my birth,  
Where I was born free now, I found, in a locked chain every were. 
My heart sprints away when I think about myself,  
My mind fears of myself,  
My body thrives when I think.  
 
In entire world with millions of people, I feel lonely,  
Yes, even with friends, family,  
Yes, I am not with myself,  
To an extent that even with huge crowd of humans I feel lost in myself.  
 
I feel separated from all, which I feel as not for me, 
I feel existed without any existence.  
With many to talk many to share,  
I feel lonely as they are not for me, but for themselves. 
 
I am searching for nothing but myself, 
I was given with a company of a religion which,  
I have to defend until my death, 
If not, they call me with different names, 
I have to defend what I do, 
not to myself but to my family, 
I have to answer the questions which they raise, 
Of being separated.  
 
My search not for love but for myself  
Where, I find myself in you, 
Where, I see myself in you, 
No time to please everyone  
Is this only way to seek you? 
Oh! God my destiny is not you but myself.  
 
Yes, I feel lonely not because you are not with me, 
but I am always in searching for you, in books,  
In places, in Temples, in churches, in mosques.  
But you are in nowhere.  
Were you exist without any existence. 
 

As like me, 
May be “I was you (or) you are me “.  
You are not too small as we find you in book  
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You are not small as we seek you in a place.  
 
I spend my life without you, thinking you are with me.  
I feel lucifer was with me.  
No, I am not an Illuminati.  
I hang my soul always with you.  
Thinking you exist in all, as you are in me.  
Sometime I feel you are me and I am you. 
 
Thoughts that I create are an action of you,  
If so then, 
Why I am lonely 
Why I am depressed  
Why I am confused 
Why I am Congested  
Why I am in chains. 
 
If you search love please grant me an in abundance, 
As I can't be always searching for you.  
 
If I choose someone,  
Make them as beautiful as you, 
Smart as you,  
Thoughtful as you, 
  
You never said you are me,  
But find someone where I can match you,  
Not in service of you but in clean mind of you,  
Searching for abundance love as me in you,  
One who breaks his chains of mind, heart, hands. 
 
OH! God remove this place which makes me small,  
A family which brings me in chains, 
A society which ties chains to my heart, 
A society which ties chains to my brain,  
Grant me to choose love without any of these,  
Grant A person who knows, 
How to choose you, 
but not to brings chains to me.  
 

I fear one day my clan will see me as others, 
Where all thrives to lead a life, which is same,  
A life which is already lead by someone else, 
A life where people think it’s Ideal, 
A life where people think it’s perfect, 
A life where people work hard to achieve which is not a part of them, 
A life where people make their own problems, 
and pass it to their future which and they call it,  
as a Duty, 
as morality, 
as doing good and bad,  
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as a sinful and sacred, 
will make a world unjust with lies of just. 
 
With many adjustments to heart, 
I will make them to think different, 
As life with no adjustment but with love.  
 
My mind stops thinking,  
My heart stops beating, 
My tears stop falling, 
Till I find you. 
You always exist without any existence in my heart.  
 
 

***** 
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COVID- 19– THE IMPACT AND ROLE OF CIVIL SOCIETY 

POEM: 
MADDHURI VINAY KUMAR. 
3 RD YEAR degree. 
BA (E.P.P). 
maddhurivinay@gmail.com. 
  

ON THE OTHER DAY WHEN I WOKE UP, THE WORLD WAS MOURNING 
BECAUSE OF A VIRUS 

OH CORONA! OH CORONA! DO U HEAR MY VOICE!! 

 
ON THE OTHER DAY I HEARD THE SCREAMS OF MY PEOPLE`S HUNGER  

LOUDER AND MUCH LOUDER DAY BY DAY      || 

DON’T EVER PREJUDICE OUR INFECTED BROTHERS AND SISTERS, THEY ARE 
OUR OWN SIBLINGS 

DON’T LET ANYONE FALL INTO THE TRAP OF THIS PANDEMIC 

HEY BROTHERS AND SISTERS DO YOU HEAR MY VOICE!! 

 
ON THE OTHER DAY WHEN MY DOCTORS, BUREAUCRATS AND WORKERS 
WERE INFECTED  

WHOM WOULD I ASK FOR HELP TO CURE YOU AND ME?   

DON’T BE TOO HARSH ON OUR DOCTORS, DON’T BE HARSH!! 

LET THEIR SERVICES BE STRICTLY DELIVERED, DON’T HARM THEM 

THEY PROTECT US, THEY PROTECT US|| 

HEY BROTHERS AND SISTERS DO YOU HEAR MY VOICE!! 

 
ENOUGH FOR NOW CORONA, ENOUGH FOR NOW 

WE WILL NOT LET YOU AND YOUR FAMILY (SARS, MARS ETC…) AGAIN INTO 
OUR WORLD  

WE SHALL PROTECT OUR ENVIRONMENT AND NEVER LET YOUR PRESENCE 
HERE 

OH CORONA! OH CORONA! DO YOU HEAR MY VOICE!! 

 
BY THE END OF THE DAY, YOU HAVE TAUGHT US HOW SUSTAINBLY ONE 
MUST LIVE  | 

MORE THE HUMAN LIFE AFFECTED, MORE IS THE WILD LIFE REPLENISHED || 
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UNFORGETTABLE EXPERIENCE OF YOURS HAD LEFT US A DEADLY DEMISE  

A BULLET FROM YOUR GUN MADE US HEAR THE PANDEMIC`S NOISE, 

ALONG WITH THE RHYTHEM OF THE ENVIRONMENT`S VOICE 

OH CORONA!  OH CORONA! DO U HEAR MY VOICE!! 

 
BUT, ON THE PREVIOUS DAY IF WE HAD WOKEN UP EARLY, TOO EARLY 

WE WOULD HAVE STOPPED YOU – (INVISIBLE ENEMY) WITH UNITY AND 
INTEGRITY AMONGST US  

WE NEITHER SEE YOU NOR HEAR YOU, BUT WE WILL DEFINITELY DESTROY 
YOU 

FIRSTLY AND FINNALLY, OH CORONA I AM WAITING FOR YOUR END, I AM 
WAITING FOR YOUR END 

OH CORONA! OH CORONA! DO U HEAR MY VOICE!! 

 
 
 
 

********* 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

. 
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BLACKMAN 
-Bharath Kumar, B.A., P.S.M (2nd Yr) 

 
This man's name is Aarush which means the first rays of the sun. 
Plant/grow a tree to commemorate the life  of the loved ones you've lost" 
Aarush took this old wise saying seriously. 
 
Aarush is an orphan. 
 At a very young age, he lost his parents in an accident. 
The only memory of his parents left for him is their house. 
 
Aarush made a tree as his best friend. 
Aarush has speech impairment/ Aarush is mute and coincidentally his best friend also has 
speech impairment(tree)/ his best friend is also mute. 
There is sound even when there is silence. 
If silence starts speaking, it would be louder than the eruption of a thousand volcanos. 
 
Aarush experienced all the 9 emotions of life which represent the essence of a person's life with 
the  tree,through the tree. 
 
LOVE 
For love to blossom, one has to accept the emotion in all the forms.One has to experience and 
accept love  the way it is and should be reciprocated equally. 
 
True love has a habit of coming back.  
Once we start loving someone, it becomes a habit, it becomes reflexive. 
 

PEACE 
Newton discovered gravity through an apple. 
Just like that /Similarly, Aarush discovered that mute trees give the fruits of peace to the souls 
of men. 
Since he cannot go back to the comfort of his mother's womb, Aarush found his solace in the 
lap of mother nature. 
The lap of nature gave him the comfort of his mother's womb  
 
He explained this to the people around him in his language. 
 
Given that the world around him is advancing with technology , only a mere tree could give 
him the comfort. 
 
JOY 
Choose a place which makes you happy, 
Happiness will follow you around just like a shadow. 
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SADNESS 
Aarush's life revolves around the world he has created for himself. 
 
In his happy, blissful life, there came a letter from the government stating that his beloved 
friend, his tree would be uprooted within a week in the process of road extension. 
The news of road extension cast a dreadful shadow over Aarush's life. 
 
HELPLESSNESS 
Tears are the silent language of helplessness which cannot be written/articulated. 
 
FEAR 
Aarush and his best friend took a vow to support each other no matter what happens. 
 
I am here for you and I love you. I don't care even if you stay up all night crying, I'll be the 
shoulder to lean on.I'll be there for you. 
I will protect you all my life.(Arush) 
I will also take care of you after my death (Tree) 
 
ANGER 
Aarush was dissatisfied and angry with the people,with the society and the whole system 
because they caused the destruction of many existing trees and also wasted crores of money in 
the name of plantation drives. 
 
He described himself as the one illuminated by light in the sight of darkness. 
 
People will not let go of their stupidity/ foolishness. 
People like Aarush will keep getting angry. 
 
Voice your opinions when you're angry, that way you'll be able to express what's on your mind 
in the best way possible. 
Aarush thought to speak with a voiceless voice. 
 

COURAGE 
It takes rain for a rainbow to form. But Aarush doesn't need rain to see the rainbow. 
On city roads Aarush  hanged a board around his neck as  he wanted to say it with his voiceless 
voice so that everyone could understand it. 
My name is Aarush. 
The government is cutting many trees, In the name of road extension. 
Please don't cut trees. Save trees. 
 
Science and technology should understand nature with umpteen intimacy. It should receive 
wealth through nature's warmth. 
But if nature is tormented and is used as a way of persecuting nature thereby losing eternal 
peace for temporary gain, it is not science, it is not development. 
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DISGUST 
 
Disgust is known to be wealth/ treasure in many circumstances. 
In case of disputes and conflicts, disgust opens the door for solutions.  
 
In the end, Aarush won his battle. He succeeded in saving his friend. 
 
All in all he won and defended 
Thus his journey from a single tree led to the creation of a beautiful forest. 
 
WONDER 
The forest he created provided a home to several trees and animals. 
 
It also led to a greater benefit to mankind both directly and indirectly. 
 
Dedicated to forest man of India - 
Jadav "Molai" Payeng (born 1963) is an environmental activist and forestry worker from 
Majuli,popularly known as the Forest Man of India.Over the course of several decades, he has 
planted and tended trees on a sandbar of the river Brahmaputra turning it into a forest reserve. 
The forest, called Molai forest after him,is located near Kokilamukh of Jorhat, Assam, India 
and encompasses an area of about 1,360 acres / 550 hectares. In 2015, he was honoured with 
Padma Shri, the fourth highest civilian award in India. 

 
 
 
 

******* 
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Alexithymia-The blindness of emotions 

-Sumaiya 
 

 
 
 
 
 

****** 
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My Shine – Sumaiya  B.A 1st Yr 

 
 
 

********* 
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Aksharam – Dachepalli Sai Charan, B.A. HPP (3rd Yr) 
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Human Being - B. Manoj, HSG, B.A 
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- Jurru Venkatesh 
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School – Rahul David 
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Corona Poem – Rahul David 
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Military – Rahul David 
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MICRO YET MACRO 

NAMDIGALLA PRASHANTH 
B.Sc (Microbiology, Genetics and chemistry) 
 3rd year.  
PRASHANTHPRASHU109@GMAIL.COM 

 

One of the interesting stages in life that gives you an opportunity to explore is the “college 
phase”. My experience at NIZAM COLLEGE has taught me one fundamental thing- life is 
unpredictable, it’s a mixture of Good, Bad and Wierdness, but expect anything to happen. 

I have had wonderful experience in this college.  

Microbiology and genetics combination is itself very intriguing that this very combination 
forced me to join this college. The department of microbiology is my favourite. Initially I have 
got little knowledge regarding microbiology, all I know is that it’s a growing subject with 
enormous abilities to serve the society. The person who made us to understand the depths of 
this subject is “The head of the department and our beloved Respected Dr. Chand Pasha Sir.” 

Sir not only gave me the knowledge regarding Microbiology, but also Helped me to understand 
and explore this ginormous subject and its worth to the humanity.  

The ideas of our sir were always different from others and and thinks beyond. He wanted us to 
be different from otherstudents, he makes us think out of the box. Sir always welcomes us 
whenever we try to bring some unique ideas reagarding our subject. 

Initially, during my first semeter, sir has acknowledged my enthusiasm towards the 
Microbiology and immediately assigned a project work suitable for me that has got the 
potential to file as a patent.  The journey right from the time I have got this work till I have 
filed and published it, was very astonishing task as well as road full of hustles and learnings 
for me.  

My project was “Gel extraction and Gel electrophoresis in single step.” Well, the project was 
extemely work loaded. So I had to give most of my time preparing it. Though it seems to hard, 
it was fascinating to work with and I got to study loads and loads of topics in deep reagrding 
the subject.  

The project was mainly based on developing the procedure to extract the Nucleic acids ( DNA 
and RNA) in the easiest possible way. Eventhough many researchers were worked in this area 
and topic, the major key to our task is to make this project new and unique from others. Well, 
that’s where the actual process of the work start. There wasn’t a try and achieve step in attaing 
our patent. There were loads of trial and error procedures, I had to repeat the procedure multiple 
times to get the result which matches the imagination outcome present in my and Sir’s minds. 
Yeah, imagination is important when you take up works which are unique and new.  

Without the guidence and help from our sir, it is extremely tiresome and strainful for me to 
complete this project.  One of the major task is to balance the academics and our patent equally. 
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Though how badly I wanted to put an end to this project work as I was certainly restless and 
reluctand to complete my patent,  I was realised that there is end to it. As science is all about 
finding, inventing and discovering based on already excisting data. There will always be a 
commaat the end.  

Well, my patent work is still ongoing. As I was completed most of its work, I and sir just 
focusing on its applications and how to make it to industry for large production. Stepping on 
this step takes loads of time and effort so we thought of bringing it to the eyes of different 
universities and colleges to present our work at various seminors.  

Our first seminar was at Osmania university on the ocassion of sesquicentennial celebration of 
periodic table.  As my work contain silica/silicone which belongs to one of the elements of 
periodic table. We wanted to bring awareness about our project at various platforms.  

 

 

 

Attending in Telangana Innovation Yatra conducted by Telangana state innovation cell. I was 
shortlisted for Yatra which was for about 3 days.initially, I thought that I won’t get a chance to 
present my work on Yatra as my work was different from the theme. But luckily I was 
shortlisted and eventually attended it.The experience I have received from there was enormous 
and fascinating.  

Later, I have got many chances to present my work at various universities and colleges and 
was received cerficates from the respected Dignitries and Lectureres. 

 

Sesquicentennial Celebrations for periodic table 

 

Food festival 
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Got a chance to show of my food preparing skills in my very own college when our 
Microbiology department conducted food festival. 

Im forever thankfull to God for giving me this college and made me into more experienced and 
matured person. It gives me a lot of happiness that I was in this winderful college and to be a 
part of this beautiful department of Microbiology. Finally,  I would like to thank our Sir Dr. 
Chand Pasha who guided us and believed us by giving the projects and in this process,  he 
shared his wide knowledge with us each and everyday and made us to know our worths and 
capabilities.    

                                                            THANK YOU 

 

****** 
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AN AGAR PLATE OF DREAMS (THE SPLENDID JOURNEY) 

 

…and then one day you will find, three years have gone behind you. Standing there holding 
those million dollar moments and cherishing them forever… 

 
A.SHEEBA 
B.SC (MICROBIOLOGY, GENETICS AND CHEMISTRY) 
FINAL YEAR 
 

 I was devastated initially for not getting into medicine. Hope still prevailed to fulfill my dreams 
as I found a gateway through Nizam college. Just like the potter who turns the raw muddy clay 
into a beautiful masterpiece. Similarly respected  Dr. Chand Pasha Sir (Head Department of 
Microbiology) guided in every moment to walk in the right path. Initially when I entered the 
college I was clueless about the scope and future in applied sciences. In due course of time 
while I was trying to adapt to this new environment and exploring this new stream, Our Sir 
assigned me with the Patent work in my very first year. I was awestruck with the decision and 
it was indeed a splendid journey with many hustles, achievements along with little essence of 
fun and laughter. 

I have been working on the project “Toothpaste Composition with Improved Oral Health” 
under the guidance of our respected sir. This was something new and interesting to work on 
which involved lots of research and patience. Toothpaste is never taken seriously by anyone to 
maintain oral health. The main task for us is to improve the composition of toothpaste 
eliminating the toxic chemicals and artificial sweetners. As our sir always wanted to bring out 
the creative side, prioritizing the innovations which benefits the human world and this needs to 
be done by thinking out of box. It was definitely a rollercoaster ride and was not a cakewalk 
for any of us.  

Having the core idea in mind experimentation began with lots of errors and failures. After a 
long experimentation and reviews from our sir while trying out with new methodologies we 
were able to come up with this new innovation. Balancing the Academics, Patent work along 
with the extra circular activities was mesmerizing and this would be impossible without the 
support from our sir. He is the captain who steers the ship with complete dedication and we, 
the crew have nothing to worry about under his firm guidance. 

All these experiences during experimentation made us fall in love with the 
subject, understanding it from its roots. After a long wait when practical work 
is done, then comes the next task the paperwork. Execution is the king in 
Patenting. Only if the presentation is clean without any flaws it is accepted. 
This involves lots of research and going through many patents and 
implementing the best version. It was a bit strenuous but it was worth the 
effort. The final work was accepted after going through the cycle of rejection, 
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rewriting, correcting and improvising the content with our sir’s help. This was worth the wait. 

After the final completion of the work, we projected this work in many universities at various 
seminars. This gave me a great opportunity to visit many different colleges and project my 
work to different people which boosted up my confidence and dialed up the enthusiasm in me. 

Our first seminar was in the reputed Osmania University where the 
seminar was conducted on the occasion of celebration of International 
Year of Periodic Table. Our product consists of Calcium Ascorbate and 
Calcium Citrate which was replaced from Calcium Carbonate which is 
not mineralized easily. It also have nano particles of Copper, Zinc, Silver 
which impart the antimicrobial properties.  After the presentation we 
received a great appreciation from the respected dignitaries as well as 
the audience. 

 

 We also got an opportunity to present in the Biotech-Summit which was graced by our 
Honorable Governor Tamilisai Soundararajan. Presenting at different seminars at different 
events helped us to gain confidence and complete satisfaction about the novel innovation 

One of the greatest milestone we achieved is when our patent was selected for Telangana 
Innovation Yatra after undergoing through TS hackathon.  This was a lifetime experience 
filled with exploration, fun, innovation and lots of learning. We went to Gadwal district and 
visited the rural innovators in that region who did an outstanding work to make human life 
comfortable. We were also assigned with mentors who made us work on the design thinking 
sessions and made us realise the importance of understanding the problems faced in the society. 
The entire team of the yatra were astonished to view this patented innovation, this gave me a 
sigh of relief and was glad that hard work definitely paid off!! 

My project deals with “Toothpaste Composition with Improved Oral Health.” For marketing 
and to attract the customers a lot of artificial sweeteners and toxic materials are used and 
bioavailability of Calcium is very less in normal toothpaste. 

Our product  contain calcium citrate and ascorbate which has high bioavailability. We used 
nano particles of copper, zinc and silver for antimicrobial activity and enzymes like papain, 
bromelain and collagenase to maintain oral health avoiding artificial chemicals. The 
transparent base is formed from silica gel and agar. This has been experimented and brushing 
studies were also carried out which showcased effective results. 

 

This entire journey with many ups and downs would be impossible without a great company. 
This college not only gave knowledge but good friends for lifetime. Handling and teaching 
each other, being a great support in the worst days and lifetime memories to cherish. 
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Research can never come to an end. Microbiology has an impeccable role in the society. A 
small virus which cannot be seen even through the naked eye made the world upside down. It 
came as a surprise when a 30kb of RNA became a great threat to our entire existence. This is 
the live example of the impact that microbiology has in the society. It’s the passion of a 
researcher that keeps them going. Kudos to everyone from this scientific  community. The 
subject is still thirsty for new inventions which are yet to be done.  

This three years journey under the guidance of the outstanding faculty specially our respected   
Dr. Chand Pasha sir prepared me to face the future challenges and instilled in me the qualities 
of perseverance and self confidence. I am grateful to God Almighty, and all the amazing staff 
of this precious college. It sends me shivers down my spine every time I think about how after 
few months, I would not be learning in the same lab, interactions with the lecturers , hovering 
in the campus will be missed, yet it will definitely remain a home away from home.. 

 

******* 
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TITLE OF THE ARTICLE:  My Nizam College (!" #జ%ం క()*ాల)  

 

AKAM SHIVASAI 
3RD YEAR 
BSC (MPC) 
shivasaiakam24151@gmail.com 
 
!" #జ%ం క()*ాల.....  

-మ/ట1 2కట1ల3  

45ల6గ8ల 9ాం:ల;.... 

<ా="రణ !" @Aతంల3 

ఒక నడవGH !IJKLన బGHNా... 

క6GH ఎడమల3  

PQRSTతUల కలవGHVW..... 

వGHవGHNా !IJKXన YాZాల[!\R...... 

మరలJా# ఈ @^తంల3  వ-Xన  మల6ప`ల6 ఎ!\R...... 

పaశRంటc Vెeయ# ననుR పahRంi ేNkంతUకను iే*ావ`.... 

45నRంటc నGHi ేఅడmగ8ల6 9nనR oV.ే... 

భ8జం తట1q నGHrింi ేiేతUల6 9n#R..... 

గGH-న 9ాల;#9t #దరvనం నువ`w.... 

xy^తJాల భ^ష{తU|  

నువ`w..... 

}  ఒGHల3  గమ{ంల~# ఈ @^V"#9t 

ఒక అలజGH J�r.ి... 

ఆ9ాశమంత ఎతU| క6 ఎదNాల#.... 

#ంNKల3  V"రల;�   ��ర4ాల#... 

!IJKLన  Yాఠ*ాల~..... !"  ఈ #జ%ం క()*ాల 

 
 
. 

******** 
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.......@ఆ పచ0ట2 3"ర5ల67 , 89ండ 8;నల67 @.......... 
 
                                                    ----జ=>క 
 
ఆ పచXట1 �"ర�ల3� , 9nండ 9�నల3� .. 

ప�ల పలకJKంప`ల3.. 

ఎదుర�చూడ# ఆJామల ^Jామల3� .. 

ఆ పచXల �రం మJ� VWరణ��� గగనం-భ8వనం ఏ9ా�త��� నను <ాwగ:సు| !"Ro... 

 
 
ఆ గగ!"#R అంట�నట�q నR పరwతప` అంచుల6... 

ఆ దJK:r�ౖ పల�^ం-న ఆ P�లo�ల�  అవరణం !"ల3# క^V"త/# తట1qల~Yాo. 

 
 
!" కనుల6 మ;తaం ఇం9ా �ే#9�స� 45తUక6తU!"Ro. 

!" కనుల6 4ాట1 జతNాGH 9�సం ఇం9ా ఆకసప` 45పౖ`Nా ఆశNా V�ంNK చూసు| !"Ro. 

^Jామ��ర�గ# కనుJ�పLల చప`Lడm ఆ గ8ంGె లయక6 సJKజ�డmNా శబ�ం iసేు| ం��. 

 
 
�డm బyJKన ఆ iటె�  వరసల6.. 

h��ల���Y� oన ఆ ప`Jాణ భవంతUల6.. 

కనుచూప`ను �"ట1 దూర���Y� తUనR ఆ న�� పaవహప` 9nన<ాNKంప`... 

!" మ!\ xyష తరంNాలక6 అను!"దం iెం�� !" నయనప` వలల3 -9t  ఇల; rQరXబడmతUనR ఈ అ¡ర 

రV"Rల6... 

 
!" మ!\-<ామ;¢ జ{ప` పJKధులను ^*ాలం iPేి �"# ప¤Jాw-న సJKహదు� లను iJేKrQసు9n# ఒక 9nత|  

సుర¡ర మ!\-4ాం-కతను ఏరLర�చుక6!"Ro. 

 
 
@^తమ!IGH ఈ పaయ;ణం !"క6 అం��ం- ¥NKeXన �r ిగ8ర�| ల6.. 
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KARUN AND KIRAN 
 

Udaykiran 
B.A ( PSP )  
1st year  
 
Karun and kiran are brothers, karun studies in sixth class and kiran studies in third class . This 
summer vacation as usual, they went to their grandparent's house in the village named ootur . 
One day kiran had severe pain in his mouth and asked his grandmother to see what happened 
in his mouth. Grandmother says, "Kiran, you're losing a tooth". Kiran said," Nani, will I have 
a new tooth? " . Grandmother says, "Kiran, you're going to have a new tooth." Grandmother 
called karun and says " karun, with the help of thread remove your brother's tooth, but be 
careful and do slowly " . "All right, nani, I'm going to carefully remove the brother's tooth," 
repliedKarun. 
Kiran and karun went to backyard of house . Karun took one thread and bound it to his brother's 
tooth. Kiran suddenly says " anna , after removing the tooth please put that tooth in soil because 
it will become a golden ring ". " okay " replied karun with smiling.                                            . 
 
Next day ,morning kiran went to see that place where karun put that tooth in soil. He dug and 
seen the golden ring . He excited. He took that golden ring and went to his grandmother and 
shown the ring . Grandmother pretending like she is shocking. After some time she called karun 
and asks " karun , did you place the ring in soil ? " . Karun replied " yes, nani, I placed the ring 
in soil because i can't bear if kiran would disappointed , it is hard to me see kiran with sad 
disappointed face ". Grandmother smiles.                                               .                               
 
Next day kiran ,karun along with friends went to ground in village to play cricket . After the 
cricket match , their friends returned to their houses . But kiran wanted to play more and asked 
his brother to play catches. Karun has never rejected his brother's choices , for he loves his 
brother so much. Kiran asked his brother to throw the ball over a long range. Karun threw the 
ball the way Kiran said he would. The ball gone to bushes . They looked for the ball for 2 hours, 
but they didn't find the ball. Kiran disappointed. They went back to the house and had dinner 
and fell asleep. Kiran awakened at midnight and looked at the shelf where he kept the ball and 
bat. He saw that the ball was missing. He took his bicycle and went to ground alone . He lit the 
torch and searched the ball. Suddenly, he saw a boy in this flashing torch. He became afraid 
and went home. He slept with sad face . The next morning, he saw the shelf. There is a ball in 
that shelf . He was amazed . He showed it to his grandfather and brother. Granny looked at the 
ball and smiled at KARUN (‘cause the boy at bushes was karun ). 
 

 

******** 
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Title of Poem: *Mana Manishi* About Human being aspiring for a 
new world with Tranquility everywhere.  

 

J. Praveen 
FYIC-3rd Year 
Chemistry 
Email:prawinbharat@gmail.com 
 

9ాలం కలం నుం- జ#/ం-న 

అ<ా| § ల6 } ఆల3చనల6.. 
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Title of the article: You're not alone  
 
Firdous  
Year: 1st year  
English  
eishakrystle@gmail.com 
 

Always surround yourself with those who understand your feelings and know what you're 
going through; Who understand the pain with which you're going through. Because you 
deserve people like those in your life. You're so used to hiding your pain to such an extend 
that it has become kind of like a secret talent of yours i.e to have that smile on even when in 
there you're shattered into a million pieces. Be your own rescue is what some who claim 
themselves to be noble say but no! You cant survive on your own. Every time dealing with a 
certain issue all by yourself takes away a part of you. Soon those parts will vanish, you'll be 
exhausted, you'll be tired; not physically of course but mentally. Remember that you 

don't deserve it. You deserve happiness. Period. When people walk away from your life for 
good dont feel worthless. Feel lucky they're gone. Imagine them starting to distance 
themselves from you when u need them the most! They might as well just leave now than 
then right? 

And always have in mind that God doesn't play unfair. Happiness will come to you. But since 
you're somehow his favourite He wont make it easy for you. But if u feel you've totally fallen 
apart you deserve asking Him "why me?". You know you haven't done anything wrong yet 
you're unhappy! That's when He shows you a leap of hope. Frustrated from this world you 
always turn back to Almighty. And thats your only Hope. Patience is the key to happiness. 

But remember one thing! Once you've found those who'd die before hurting you; value them 
and never let them go. 

 

****** 
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Lost in my mind 
Firdous  
Year: 1st year  
English  
eishakrystle@gmail.com 

 
 
They say be a good girl or you'll be left behind 
Guess this is what just happens when u say 
 
17, still lost in my mind 
 
Met a few friends and got left behind 
Guess this is what just happens people change 
 
And now 18, still lost in my mind  
They still say be a good girl or you'll be left behind 
Guess this is what just happens when you don't say. 
 
 
Please dont say you are sorry for your actions. 
Those actions where you took away a piece of me. 
And You call me immature for my reaction. 
But atleast now I know what happens when I let you in 
You say Im crazy, crazy Romantic When U dont know what happened.  
I just loved you with all of my heart. 
And you say I’m needy pretty greedy  
When u don't know what just happened  
Your love is what I craved for since long 
 

******** 
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Title of the poem: Empowered 
 

Firdous  
Year: 1st year  
English  
eishakrystle@gmail.com 

 
 
With tears I'll be facing all my fears  
After all those cries 
I know what cheers 
You were to be my fight song 
Before you were long gone 
The day you'll disappear 
Will be the day I'll re-appear  
As a Diva with her head up high 
With cries and tears 
Having faced all of her fears 
 Empowered ever like never 
Who knew you'd be the pain 
 All of your "love" went in Vain 
Piece by piece you took away all I had  
It took me more than I actually had 
The demons in my mind 
Still haunt me 
All those screams all that pain Still taunts me 
Late at night sleepin in hurt "Why u still breathin?" 
Would u think I'd ask me that? Choking on all of my emotions 
Well its just your imagination.  
There I'll be standing like a Diva 
With my head up high already on my road to success 
And I must confess  
You were such a mess 
Glad u are a motive to be rest less 
You'll watch me rise and shine 
And now its gonna be for the real time 
 

****** 
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Title of the article: Language Proficiency is one of the most effective ways 
of Individual and Professional Empowerment.  
 
Firdous  
Year: 1st year  
English  
eishakrystle@gmail.com 

 
Insecurity is something that a person is ought to feel when he/she happens to be surrounded by 
those who speak a language that they're unaware of. "Will I fit in?" "How'll they understand 
me?" "How'll I understand them" "How'll people comprehend with me?" Questions like these 
are typical to arouse.  
 
The same person if aware of the language that is being spoken around would be confident, and 
satisfied. People would want to listen up to you if your words matter or if you are confident 
and expressive of the way u speak. Body language here is a whole wide concept. People would 
enjoy and love listening to you. You are liked, appreciated, and mattered. Be it a formal meeting 
or a family event; The way u interact with others is what defines you. If u dress yourself pretty 
well as per the occasion just to fit in; that isn't going to be enough. The way u interact with 
others matters the most and that’s how language is really important. Be it literally any language! 
Not just English which is considered posh. For example if you've been invited to your cousins 
wedding in your Native town/Village in our glorious India your relatives would definitely 
converse in the respective language. Imagine you replying in a foreign language say English. 
Labels such as "Show off" "Freak" "Outsider" are bound to be latched onto you. 
 
Though you might not intend to be a "Freak" or a "show off". When it comes to family native 
language is of Sentimental value. It’s a very underrated fact but its appreciated when you being 
an NRI would speak in your native language while interacting with your family in India. There 
sure does come pleasure to few who like to be the centre of attraction and like to carry forward 
their "English with an accent". But to be known as an appreciated person you need to be able 
to interact in the needed language.   
 
Body language which is another concept can also be considered here because it is comes prior 
to your language. The way u speak matters more than the words you use. U might not be able 
to converse in proper English or Hindi or Urdu but if u have some percent of body language 
with the words that u are able to bring about, the audience would actually really appreciate 
your effort. You don't have to be a fluent speaker to prove your point. All u need is an open 
mind. But again 21st century! Modern society where world leaders are chosen on the basis of 
a debate being one of the test of their loyalty or knowledge, Language is the Key. Like 
mentioned before if u have words to say people would want to listen to you they'd want to look 
up to you. They'd enjoy listening to you.  
 
An example of Therapy can also be taken here. The main reason why people go to therapist is 
because they need to be told words that matter. They need to be told words that would motivate 
them. Let’s not consider different therapy activities here because every therapy begins with a 
conversation between the therapist and the patient. They interact, get to know one another. If 
people look up to you and trust you with your words and you're always ready to help them and 
make a difference by being there for them then that's the most beautiful thing in this whole 
wide world. 
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Professionally though no company would hire u unless you're confident in your speech. You 
gotta have that convincing or argumentative (when needed) tone in you to be able to interact 
with your colleagues or intermediately heads. The way you express your ideas or converse are 
two very important aspects when you are a person of honour or a person with a high post.  
As a person too Language or the way u interact is the key to build trust and Love. Even those 
who can’t speak and hear i.e., the deaf and dumb have a sign language of their own. Which is 
needed to understand and comprehend with others. 
 
To conclude it can be stated that Yes indeed Language proficiency is one of the most effective 
ways of Individual and professional empowerment.  
 
You feel complete and you feel good about yourself when you are able to prove your point. 
You feel empowered, happy and satisfied when you have the power of speech. People would 
think twice before talking anything wrong or ill with you. You ultimately become this person 
of honour and respect and everyone wants to look up to you. And this is the power of Language. 
 

 

******* 
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F.B.H.H.S – Friends being a helping hands 
 

- Vikhil Prabha, B.A 3rd Year 
 
About 
 
F.B.H.H.S – Friends being a helping hands is a Registered Non-Governmental and Non-
Profitable Organization. Which was started in Jan 14 , 2015 by 3 group of friends in Warangal 
but now we have extended up to 5 branches in India . Hyderabad , Warangal, Pune, Guntur, 
Srisailam. We work to serve poor and needy. Our passion work remains in NO POVERTY, 
ZERO HUNGER , QUALITY EDUCATION , GENDER EQUALITY , MENSTRUAL 
HYGIENE CAMPAIGNS , GOOD TOUCH AND BAD TOUCH , SELF DEFENSE , 
BLANKET DRIVES Etc… Inspired by many humble hearts, we offer help whole heartedly to 
the needy 
 
 
Our mission is to expand sustainable knowledge, skills, and mindset that motivates individuals 
to become deeply committed to build a sustainable future and to make informed and effective 
decisions. Sulitest provides citizens and organizations with internationally recognized and 
locally relevant tools to engage learning and access the degree of awareness on sustainability 
challenges and solutions of their stakeholders. Sulitest collects meaningful indicators on the 
awareness on sustainability challenges and solutions. Sharing these indicators may allow 
researchers, educators and other relevant stakeholders to tailor pedagogical approaches and 
learning experiments to support education for sustainable 
 
 
Sustainable Development Goals are intended to be achieved by the year 2030 to solve some of 
humanity’s biggest challenges within 15 years. They aim to end poverty and hunger, increase 
access to education, address migration, combat climate change, and reduce inequality. 
 

Few of our activities for the year 2019-2020 are: 
 
1)  Books and Stationary Drive for 3 Government schools of yadadri district.  

2)Menstrual hygiene campaign for Govt school of Nagole . 

3) Awareness on good touch bad touch for mehboobia govt school 

4) Training Self defense blocking techniques for Patimatla govt school  

5)Ethical Hacking session for Koti womens colleges 

6) Social Entrepreneur session for J.B.I.ET college  

7) Project Expo Session for Vagdevi Engineering College  

8) Projector Donation for Amanvedika orphanage 

9) Medical Camp for old destitutes at Sathyasainigam 

10) Fruits Donation drive for karuna old age home  

11) Food Drive for the karuna old age on the occasion of dussehra 

12) Menstrual campaign with Kotiwomens Nss volunteers . 
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13) Volunteers educational trip to Bhimunipadam waterfalls and historical temples 

14) Fbhhs scholarship – Season 1 

15) Aids Day awareness Programme 

16)  St. Ann’s Nss orientation session . 

17) career Guidance and Exam pads distribution for Amberpet govt school.  

18) Sanitary pads distribution for Amberpet govt school. 

19)  Sankranthi celebration with Kbr foundation kids .  

20) Career guidance for 10th class students of Aliyaboys high school and Exam Pads  

distribution.  

21) One month Grocery drive for the Amanvedika orphanage boys home .  

22) Grocery drive for the Amanvedika boys orphanage 

23) Holi celebration with Amanvedika boys orphanage 

24) Masks distribution for Homeless people 

25) Awareness on corona virus and  Mask distribution for Amanvedika boys orphanage 

26) Grocery Distribution for the 300 daily labours, migrants, rag pickers etc..  

27) Tiffin drive for the karuna old age home 

28) Funds donated 3,50,000 to the karuna old age home  

29) Grocery drive for the Karuna old age home  

30) New clothes drive for the 70 destitutes  

 

 

“Helping Hands are precious than praying lips” 

****** 
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The Origin of Altruistic Philosophy 

                                                                By 

                                                Dr. Srikanth Vaggu, 

                        Department of Philosophy, Nizam College, O.U., 

Introduction  

Altruism also called the Ethics of Altruism, Moralistic Altruism, and called Ethical Altruism 
is an Ethical doctrine that holds the value of an Individiual’s actions depend solely on the 
impact on other individuals, regardless of the consequences on the individual itself.  James 
Fieser states the Altruist dictum as : “An action is morally right if the consequences of that 
action are more favourable than unfavourable to everyone except the agent”. Auguste Comte’s 
version of Altruism calls for living for the sake of others.  One who holds to either of these 
ethics is known as an Altruist’. 

The word Altruism ( French, Altruisme, from autrui: “ Other People” derived from Latin Alter: 
“other”) was coined by Auguste Comte, the French founder of Positivism, in order to describe 
the ethical doctrine he sup[ported.  He believed that individuals had a moral obligation to 
renounce self-interest and live for others.  Comte says in his CatechismePositiviste, that: 

The social point of view cannot tolerate the notion of rights, for such notion rests on 
individualism.  We are born under a load of every kind, to our predecessors, to our successors, 
to our contemporaries.  After our birth these obligations increase or accumulate, for it is some 
time before we can return any service.... This “ to live for others” the definitive formula  of 
human morality, gives a direct sanction exclusively to our instincts of benevolence, the 
common source of happiness and duty.  Man must serve Humanity, whose we are entirely”. 

The Catholic Encyclopedia says that for Comte’s Altruism, “ The first principle of morality ... 
is the regulative supremacy of social sympathy over the self-regarding instincts.  Author 
Gabriel Moran, ( Professor in the Department of Humanities and Social Sciences, New York 
University ) says “ The law and duty of life in Altruism for Comte was summed up in the 
phrase: Live for Others”. 

Various Philosophers define the doctrine in various ways, but all definitions generally revolve 
around a moral obligation to benefit others or the pronouncement of moral value in serving 
others rather than oneself.  Philosopher C. D. Broad defines Altruism as “the doctrine that each 
of us has a special obligation to benefit others”.  Philosopher W. G. Maclagan defines it as “ a 
duty to relieve the distress and promote the happiness of our fellows.  Altruism is to... maintain 
quite simply that a man may and should discount altogether his own pleasure or happiness as 
such when he is deciding what course of action to pursue”. 

Altruism is often seen as a form of consequentialism as it indicates that an action is ethically 
right if it brings good consequences to others.  Altruism may be seen as be seen as  similar to 
utilitarianism, however an essential difference is that the latter prescribes acts that maximize 
good consequences for all of society, while Altruism prescribes maximize good consequences 
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for everyone except the actor.  Spencer argued that since the rest of society will almost always 
outnumber the utilitarian , a genuine utilitarian will inevitably end up practicing altruism or a 
altruism.  Effective altruism is a Philosophy and social movement that maintains that the  
consequences of our actions – for ourselves and others – are important, and seeks to maximize 
the overall quality of these consequences. 

Review of Literature 

Wassersug, J.D., and R.J. Wassersug 1986 

“ Fitness fallacies .  Natural History” . Washingyon Post.  Retrived 23 April 2010. Vol.1, Pg. 
No- 126. He quote that... 

Evolutionary altruism poses a major puzzle for evolutionary theorists, since if an organism’s 
evolutionarily altruistic behaviour is heritable, we might except that natural selection would 
replace the genes implicated in evolutionatliy altruistic behaviour with genes that did not foster 
evolutionarily behaviour, and thus the evolutionarily altruistic behaviour would disappear .  In 
recent years, there has been a great deel of discussion of this problem.  Some theorists have 
offered sophisticated models purpoting  to show how, under appropriate circumstances 
evolutionary altruism could indeed evolute, while others have maintained that evolutionary 
altruism is extremely unlikely to evolve in a species like ours , and that under closer 
examination all putative examples of altruistic behevior will turn out not to be altruistic at all.  
In the memorable words of biologist Micheal Ghiselin ( 1974 , 247 ) “ Scratch an ‘Altruist’ 
and watch a hypocrite bleed. 

Eva Jablonka, Marion Lamb. ( 2007) 

Evolution in Four Dimension: Genetic, Epigenetic, Behaviroal and Symbolic Variation in the 
History of Life. Vol.1, Pg. NO – 156. They quote that 

Altruism is an important aspect of leadership values .  With such a fundamental difference in 
the scope opf altruism in different cultures , leaders need to take this into consideration when 
deeling with multi- cultural organization behaviour.  When global leaders promote and 
demonstrate altruism in organizations that comprise members of the Chinese and Christian 
cultures, they need to be aware that the expectations from the members may be different when 
members observe uneven altruism in the organization, Chinese people may expect that this is , 
“ the –way-it-is “, while those from a Christian culture may see this as “favouritism” on the 
other hand, members with a Chinese culture may expect greater love if they are with in the 
gunaxi network of the leaders, but the altruism concept of the leaders may be that off universal 
love, thus creating expectations mismatch with these members. 

Stenberg David ( 2010 ) 

“Altruism in medicine : its definition, nature and dilemmas”.  Cambridge Quarterly of Health 
Care Ethics, Vol.1, Pg. No. – 249. He quote that... 

In the western world, the term ‘altruism’ goes back to Comte, the father of Psychology adopted 
it to describe those dispositions tendencies, and actions which have the good of others as their 
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object.  Comte held the position that the goal is not to subordinate “EGOISM” to ‘altruism’ but 
to develop ‘egoism’ to its proper proportions, in the belief that higher and fuller a personality 
is , the more he has to contribute to the happiness of human kind, 

( Iverach, 1994 ). 

To agreat extent we have been able to build on Comte’s ‘altruism’ but we have not succeeded 
in adopting a matching theory for his ‘egoism’ the history of ideas on altruism that have focal 
points in Darwinan group theory and today culminate at the individual ( selfish gene and selfish 
meme ) theory only shows that our best explanations for a cultural and psychological 
phenomenon have been biological, catering to adaptation .  The ‘selfishmeme ‘ approach to 
explain all of the past , present, future of human mind and creativity is a tough but 
hastyepistemological strategy to demystify the human mind and creativity uniqueness  ( 
Menon, 2002 ) .  The aspects of altruyism capable of changing perceptions about existence 
drastically , considered from a humanistic point of view, such as transformation  in values, self 
identity , and group identity , have been shadowed by an excessive interest in ‘adoption’. The 
‘limited’ percerptions on altruism could be connected with one of the major constructs of 
western philosophical tradition , the individualistic self ( Kupperman , 1997 ). 

Conclusion 

There exists  wide range of philosophical views on man’s obligations or motivations to act 
altruistically.  Proponents of ethical altruism maintain that individuals are morally obligated to 
act altruistically.  The opposing view is ethical egoism, which maintains that moral agents 
should always act in their own self interest.  Both ethical altruism and ethical egoism contracts 
with utilitarianism , which maintains that each agent should act in order to maximize the 
efficacy of their functions and the benefit of both themselves and their co-inhabitants. 

A related concept in descriptive ethics is psychoilogical egoism , the thesis that humans always 
act in their own self interest and that true altruism is impossible.  Rational egoism is the view 
that rationality consists in acting in one’s self-interest ( without specifying how this effects 
onesmoral obligations ) 

Criticisms 
Friedrich Nietzsche held that the idea that to treat others as more important than oneself is 
degrading and demeaning to the self.  He also believed that the idea that others have a higher 
value than oneself hinders the individuals pursuit of self development, excellence, and 
creativity .  However , he did assert a ‘duty’ to help those who are weaker than oneself. 

David Kelley, discussing Ayn Rand’s views, says that “there is no rational ground for asserting 
that sacrificing yourself in order to serve others is morally superior to pursuing your own ( long 
term, rational ) self interest .  Altruism ultimately depends on non rational ‘rationalists’ , on 
mysticism in some from ... “Furthermore, he holds that there is a danger of the state enforcing 
that moral ideal: “If self sacrificing is an ideal  - if service to others is the highest, most 
honourable course of actions – why not force people to act accordingly?” He believes this can 
ultimately result in the state forcing everyone into a collectivist political system. 
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Norwegian eco-philosopher Arne Naess argues that environmental actions based upon altruism 
or service of the other – steams from a shrunken “egoic” concept of the self.  Self actualization 
will result , he argues, in the recovery of an “ecological self “, in which actions formerly seen 
as altruistic are in reality a from of enlightened self interest.  

German Philosopher Max Scheler distinguishes two different ways in which the strong can 
help the weak, one which is an expression of love,’motivated by a power feeling of security, 
strength and inner salvation, of the invincible fullness of ones own life and existence “ and 
another which is merely “ one of the main modern substitutes for love,...nothing but the urge 
to turn away from oneself and to lose one self in other peoples business”.  At its worst, Scheler 
says, “ love for the small, the poor, the week, and the oppressed is really disguised hatred , 
repressed envy, an impulse to detract, etc., directed against the opposite phenomena wealth, 
strength, power, largesse”. 
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O Y S T E R 
- Vemula Sharath Babu 

 

O.Y.S.T.E.R - Organization by Youth for Social Transformation and Environmental Recoup. 

 

The mission of O.Y.S.T.E.R is empowerment of Youth and inculcation of individual 
Responsibility-Sensitizing people to act on social issues and contribute their might to their 
society. Our vision is Youth empowerment for social transformation we aspire for a society 
reflected in “Gurudev’s” writings and particularly in his soul stirring. 

 

Poem 

‘Let my country awake’ 

Where the mind is without fear and the head is held high 

Where knowledge is free 

Where the world has not been broken up into fragments 

By narrow domestic walls 

Where words come out from the depth of truth 

Where tireless striving stretches its arms towards perfection 

Where the clear stream of reason has not lost its way 

Into the dreary desert sand of dead habit 

Where the mind is led forward by thee 

Into ever-widening thought and action 

Into that heaven of freedom, my Father, let my country awake. 

…. (Rabindra Nath Tagore) 

 

O.Y.S.T.E.R. 

{Organization by Youth for Social Transformation and Environmental Recoup} is a 
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social responsibility based registered Non-Governmental Organization, founded in the year 
2009. It is the dream of a group of youngsters who wish to mobilize the unseen efforts and 
strength of many citizens, towards the Community Development. 

 

“We ourselves feel that what we are doing is just a drop in the ocean. But if that drop was not 
in the ocean, I think the ocean would be less because of that missing drop. I do not agree with 

the big way of doing things.” 

...Mother Teresa (1910-1997) 

 

IS THAT ALL IT TAKES TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE TO BRING ABOUT A CHANGE? 
IS THAT ALL WE ARE CAPABLE OF? 

 

The answer would be a NO. Many scholars have despaired over the apathy of men towards ills 
in our society. But we at O.Y.S.T.E.R feel that every single person’s contribution is the need 
of the hour required for building a better society! Truly we survive on the single motto EACH 
AND EVERY PERSON CAN CONTRIBUTE TO HIS SOCIETY! IT IS A MUST FOR 
EACH AND EVERY INDIVIDUAL TO TAKE UP THE RESPONSIBILITY OF 
PROTECTING HIS OWN SOCIETY! 

 

At O.Y.S.T.E.R we believe that it is the responsibility of everyone to come out of his complex 
self-centered world and play his part in making this society a better place to live in. We have 
entered the stage where the Government owing to various reasons is working under tremendous 
pressures. The people who elect their representatives and those who form the government of 
late have fallen into a kind of apathy and callousness towards human development. This silence 
of the citizens of civil society and that of the government, we fear, will lead to the Darkest 
period of our nation’s history—a rule by brute force. O.Y.S.T.E.R. has evolved to direct its 
sincere and genuine efforts to sensitizing the citizens of our civil society and the elected 
representatives to work towards effecting a positive change in the Society. 

At O.Y.S.T.E.R. we are dedicated to the cause of awakening social responsibility, political 
awareness among citizens, and establish social harmony, peace and justice. It is a platform to 
bring together all the drops in the main stream under the rubric of SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 
& amp; SOCIAL ACTIVISM and to canalize it through the society with all due diligence and 
make it better in all possible ways....O.Y.S.T.E.R. through its programs and networking with 
other Organizations and Institutions organizes perspective building activities, carries out 
campaigns, and makes people realize their role in community development and the positive 
change they are Capable of bringing about with their active involvement even if in a small way. 
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Well-being for everyone during this ‘New Normal’ 

- D. Mahija, Dept of Physics 

 

Teachers and students continue to navigate the new normal in education. They continue 
to grow and struggle every day. As educators, teachers always try to provide quality education, 
but can teachers do that if they don’t focus on their own self-care? The COVID-19 pandemic 
has led teachers and students to an unpredictable scenario where the lockdown situation has 
accelerated the shift from traditional to online educational methods, and relationships have 
been altered by the avoidance of direct contact with the others, with implications for their 
mental health. According to few surveys, teachers have experienced higher levels of distress 
due to the workload generated during the lockdown.  

The link between physical activity and mental well-being is clear. Physical activity 
seemed to be a factor that could prevent mental disorders such as anxiety or depression in this 
peculiar situation. Physical activity is a key, critical way to manage mental health well-being. 
Taking into consideration the current situation worldwide with countries in enforced periods 
of lockdown and isolation, this may potentially have a mammoth impact on the mental well-
being of many people and even more so if they do not engage in any form of physical activity.  

Regular exercise/yoga is essential for everyone under normal circumstances. Regular, 
moderate-intense exercise has immune-boosting benefits that may help your body fight off 
infections, including COVID-19. Moreover, exercise can help you burn extra calories caused 
by dietary changes and offset the effects of sedentary activities and also reduces stress levels 
and builds emotional resilience improving the sleep quality. Exercise may be especially 
beneficial for older adults and people with chronic health conditions, such as diabetes, arthritis, 
or heart disease. Regular exercise can help to improve balance, flexibility, strength, mobility, 
and cardiovascular health. Plus, it can boost energy and overall well-being. The practice of 
physical exercises acts as a modulator of the immune system. During and after physical 
exercise, pro and anti-inflammatory cytokines are released, lymphocyte circulation increases, 
as well as cell recruitment. Such practice has an effect on the lower incidence, intensity of 
symptoms and mortality in viral infections observed in people who practice physical activity 
regularly, and its correct execution must be considered to avoid damage. The practice of 
physical activities strengthens the immune system, suggesting a benefit in the response to viral 
communicable diseases. Thus, regular practice of adequate intensity is suggested as an 
auxiliary tool in strengthening and preparing the immune system for COVID-19. 

 

****** 
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Ubiquitous education and Teacher-student roles in the current scenario 

-Dr. P. Hima Bindu 
IQAC & Academic Coordinator 

Department of Physics 
 

Ubiquitous learning means “Anywhere and anytime learning”.  We have been 

witnessing the immediate changes that have leaped into our lives; day to day, work and 

academics. The word Covid-19 has shook the world and created a lot of disturbance in the 

educational system. Online teaching has been the only option until now during lockdown 

period and now post lockdown, we are all set to get working in this ‘new normal’ life style. 

Academics cannot be paused as it is linked with every other country’s academics (global). Thus 

the educators and policy makers have been trying to implement/suggest alternative ways of 

teaching and learning process. Teachers have to apply mastering strategies in this new 

teaching-learning environment: promotion of independent learning, collaborative learning, 

flipped learning - change of role from teacher to a ‘facilitator’. 

 

The alternative teaching-learning ways include different web based apps, ubiquitous devices 

such as, web Pads, tablets, laptops, computers, smart phones (mobiles) and the learning 

environment is based on ubiquitous technology which has advanced a lot in the recent years. 

The ubiquitous computing technology has a vital role in this learning that it creates a ubiquitous 

learning environment, which further enables anyone to learn at any place at any time. Few 

important features of this learning are: 

• Permanency: The information remains until the learners purposely eliminate it 

• Accessibility: The information is always available whenever the learners need to apply it 

• Immediacy: The information can be retrieved immediately by the learners whenever needed 

• Interactivity: The learners can interact with peers, teachers, and experts efficiently and 

effectively through various types of media 

• Context-awareness: The environment can adjust to the learners’ actual situation to offer 

sufficient information 

In this learning, both teacher and student will decide where to study and when to study. 

Ubiquitous computing is a new arena of ICT (Information and Communication Technologies) 

which comprises of the technologies human computer interaction, wireless sensor networks, 

context-based computing, mobile computing, cloud computing, artificial intelligence, 
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distributed computing, natural user interface, physical computing, virtual reality etc.  The best 

way in which a student can learn by acquiring knowledge through interaction and active 

participation in a class or we can say it as ‘learning by doing’. The advancement and 

deployment of ubiquitous computing technologies has helped the process of learning from the 

environment with much ease.  

There are several advantages through ubiquitous learning. It helps: 

• learners to enhance desirable learning outcomes 

• learners to improve literacy and numeric skills 

• learners to acknowledge their existing content based abilities 

• for independent and collaborative learning experiences 

• learners to identify where they need assistance and support to overcome the situation 

• to cope with the digital divide 

• to make learning informal 

• learners to be more focused for longer periods 

Finally,  Ubiquitous learning environment is a new ray of hope and aspiration in present era of 

teaching-learning process and everybody should cooperate with the changes therein.  The 

concept of ‘unlearning and relearning’ has to be emphasized to open the minds for this new 

learning to occur. Changes have to be incorporated in the assessment of students like, change 

in exam patterns (MCQs), continuous assessments in the class, seminars, group assignments, 

case studies, role plays and similar activities. 

 

(Source: Pranay Pandey, Adamas University web publication, 2020) 

******* 
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Hyderabadi Tehzeeb: Assimilation of Cultures 

-Dr. Vinita Pandey 

Department of Sociology,  

Nizam College, Hyderabad. 

pandeyvini@gmail.com 

 

In its historic evolution and development, Hyderabad city has experienced many changes since 
its foundation as the capital of the medieval Kingdom of Golconda in the 16th century to its 
present status as the metropolis of a modern state. Each historic phase of development has 
significantly influenced its physical, social, economical and cultural growth. The Golconda 
period was known for the promotion of Iranian culture, it encouraged equally the development 
of the native Telugu culture in the city which is indicated by the fact that the rulers themselves 
were conversant with the Telugu language and some of them even composed poetry in this 
language. During this period, Hyderabad city which was founded in 1591 A.D., functioned as 
the civil capital of the Kingdom of Golconda together with the fort of Golconda which was its 
military capital. The City of Hyderabad was founded by Muhammad Quli Qutub Shah, the fifth 
ruler of the kingdom of Golconda, in 1591 A.D. on the south bank of the river Musi which is a 
major tributary of the river Krishna. Hyderabad under the influence of Deccan, Irani and native 
culture synthesized and evolved its very own Hyderabadi Tehzeeb. Apart from multiple 
indigenous and Asian cultures, which imparted distinct flavor to Hyderabadi Tehzeeb, 
European culture set the direction for the modern-day Hyderabad. Both British as well as 
French have equal importance in setting up many institutions that became the root of solid 
Western education system in Hyderabad, since 17th century itself. It truly represented the 
assimilation (yet uniqueness) of diverse cultures which inhabited Hyderabad. 

Dastarkhan of both Hindus and Muslims had great importance, with a variety of food in the 
day-to-day life of the people of the Hyderabad. It was part of the social life of the people, who 
were known for their hospitality. This was a mark of the magnificent Deccani culture. Whether 
poor or rich, all were equal in showing hospitality. 

More than four hundred years later HITEC city Hyderabad today presents a different picture. 
Whether it is its structural and spatial expansion, infrastructural development or its socio-
cultural ethos, contemporary Hyderabad has evolved phenomenally and for some natives 
beyond recognition. There is a need to understand the cultural journey of Hyderabad.  

It is significant to analyse whether the city of pearls retains its unblotted tolerance and 
Hyderabadi tehzeeb or has given up to the challenges of modern and globalizing times. For 
example, the gandipet ka paani is replaced by Bisleri bottles. Culturally there are several 
elements and ethos that the natives of ‘Bhagyanagar’ irrespective of their caste, creed, gender, 
region and religion miss in modern Hyderabad.  
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The description of Hyderabadi Tehzeeb is incomplete without mentioning the typical 
Hyderabadi argot. It is so much part of Hyderabad’s culture. Karthik Pasupulate, in his article 
Hum aiseich hai, mentions about interesting words and phrases of Hyderabadi lingo - Jump 
Jilani (runners who ran to save their lives), de thadi pochamma gudi (not backing down, what 
may come), hand ichadu (pure Telugu slang for when someone ditches you), bada hath de diya 
yaron; kya baingan ke baata karre ji, khamush baitho. This can be attributed to assimilation of 
many languages and dialects. Elaborating on usage of word purson (pronounced as per soon) 
in Hyderabad, Narendra Luther says “[o]ld people used to tell me that the worst floods in the 
city occurred purson – the ‘day before yesterday’. They meant 1908. In the Hyderabadi lexicon, 
the term covers “all remembered past”. The famous Laad bazaar is so much sought for pearls 
and bangles especially the lac bangles, which is a vital identity of Hyderabad. 

The usual najaakat, nawabiyat, tabiyat, mannerisms and courtesies, which were part of 
everyday social interactions between common people, seem to be missing. The best example 
is the way autowallahs (auto drivers) rough up the commuters. The relaxed pace of the city has 
transformed drastically. In fact, cities change; but change should not snatch the identity and the 
Tehzeeb, which defines the identity. For a visitor, Hyderabad may present a very satisfactory 
picture but for those residents who see Hyderabad changing at such high pace, the change is 
not always welcome. In fact, in the winds of these changes the basic nuances of Hyderabadi 
Tehzeeb are gradually missing. Nevertheless, its residents, typical Hyderabadis (including me) 
still can feel the aroma of magnificent love on which apna Hyderabad was founded. 

 

 

******** 
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‘Be physically fit, mentally fit, spiritually fit’says Swami Vivekananda. 

- Dr. Ambati Srinivas, Department of English 

‘Emotional Intelligence’ :According to Daniel Goleman, there are five fundamental features of 
emotional quotient,they are 1. Self- Awareness 2.Self regulation ,3. Empathy,4. Motivation, 5. 
Social skills. 

Let us now discuss about ‘self- awareness’ is all about recognizing our emotions which is the 
first and foremost feature that favours positive mental health. Emotions need not be either 
extreme or indifferent. We need to observe our emotions carefully to know if they are needed 
at the given point of time. They say ‘never cry before someone who doesn't value your tears’. 
We need to express our positive and negative emotions with the people who are positive to us 
only. Some say I cannot control my anger or happiness, which leads to various unwarranted 
problems in life. Some comment and criticize others , they do it to the self also. According to 
Bhagavat Geeta, ‘self degradation’ is the biggest sin. Value,respect ,honor self  whatever 
situation we are in. Balance all emotions alike, like a ‘sthitaprajna’ that is to say ,do not be 
imbalanced in  success or failure, which may be a bit difficult but not impossible. 

 If you continuously get negative feelings, ill feelings, ill ideas,it should be driven away 
immediately by self or by taking help from experts are others. Never dwell in depressive mood 
are mind. Always be surrounded with positive people, read positive literature listen to soothing 
music, involve in creative activities. Have a  few confidential friends,relatives,cousins and 
colleagues to share your mental burdens and unload them at the earliest. Supply positive 
feelings and ideas to mind. It  should be done like a regular practice exercise, like a morning 
prayer. 

Strengths’: we  need to analyze our strengths.Ask family about your individual strengths,ask 
freinds about your social strengths ,ask your classmates about  your subject related strengths, 
ask your teacher/professor about your academic strengths.Because they say about you and your 
strengths. This will give you a clear direction to your life. 

Once we identify our strengths, excelling  in that becomes a cake walk.  

Limitations: one  needs to know their limitations while involving any activity weather speaking 
to a friend ,a colleague, junior, senior, teacher, officials or Head of the Department or Head of 
the Institution irrespective of their age and stage. 

Actions: Always play your role that is needed and demanded as per the position one holds. 
Take responsibility and be accountable to the actions we are endowed with. Review our actions 
as well as  the results. Be flexible to change them, if needed for better results. Record your 
emotions, for example anger must be used as a valuable tool. Never be angry with everyone , 
all the time, at all the situations. It should be used like a parent does. Parents start loving back 
after being angry for a mistake done by us. It  means they shout at us with the reason, for a 
reason, only to warn you against the endangered situations. No one whether it is a child, a 
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student,a junior, a senior,a colleague, a contemporary tries to know the reason(s) behind the 
anger of someone. Some react to others without even trying to get the facts. This kind of 
emotional imbalance,leads to the loss of wonderful longtime relationships. It would be very 
difficult to get back the trust,that is lost. 

An idiom says, ‘never wash your dirty linen in public’. It means, never discuss your bad 
situations and argue with others in public, which should be done in private. Praise people 
publicly and show their drawbacks in private. This simple technique  results in wonderful 
benefits.  

People forget the hierarchy, protocol, seniority, this is leading to unhealthy relationships in the 
society and destroying the very fabric of decency , decorum, dignity at workplace. 

Self-regulation: regulating and managing one’s motions is next essential tool. Express 
disagreement when needed, do not be silent ,when damaging decisions are being taken and 
implemented without discussion, in the interest of the Institution, or family or relationships. 
Taking responsibility for the mistakes needs courage and integrity. It may be little difficult but 
not impossible. 

Empathy: means being able to understand others emotions. Stepping into others shoes will help 
us in understanding others situations, what others are undergoing, what pain they are 
experiencing, what difficulty and challenges they are going through. This will help us for a 
better human relationships. Misunderstandings will never arise.We never try to think from the 
other side. Even if  we are not happy with one’s work, we need to appreciate their relentless 
efforts and hard work. 

Authority and  power is like a Baton, which should be used as a symbol,to control  all the 
difficult situations, so avoid using this Baton. ‘To err is human’ says William Shakespeare. 
People do commit mistakes ,it can be corrected but they should not be punished for a first 
mistake or a simple mistake.  

Motivation: it has two branches, one is ‘self- motivation’, and the other is ‘motivating others’. 
Explore  all the possible ways and methods to motivate self. One  needs to find ,search for 
things for motivating self. Our  unique skill (USP) will motivate us. Family background 
,environment will motivate, friends especially play a very vital and crucial role in our life. Have 
challenging friends, competent friends. Maintain such friendship carefully, never lose such 
friends. Never let any kind of ego enter and spoil such wonderful friendships. 

Take initiative in building the relationship back ,if it encounters any challenging situations, 
which is quite common in anyone and everyone's life. Lead a meaningful ,result oriented, 
positive life. This will directly or indirectly motivates others. 

Always look at the brighter side of the issues, not  at the Shady sides of it.Be creative in finding 
a plan B if plan A fails. Set newer goals. 

Social skills: Be broadminded. Develop rapport within and outside your Department.Be 
resourceful to others as much as possible after accomplishing your important tasks. Not at  the 
cost of your goals whether personal or impersonal.  
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Communicate with others as much as possible but in a meaningful way, within the limitations. 
Listening to others is very important. Listen carefully, and completely. This will give a better 
confidence and image in the social circles. 

Ask family,friends, relatives and others about how they feel about you in different situations. 

Physical health will lead to positive mental health this in turn will lead to effective emotional 
intelligence. 

(source: Emotional Intelligence,A Ramakrishna Mut Publication) 

Srinivas Ambati, Dept. of English, Cordinator, EOC, Mess Warden UG&PG Hostels, Nizam 
College) 
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